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BestMARC Receives Platinum in 2019 Modern Library Awards from LibraryWorks

…with experience with these products/services in their facilities were permitted to judge the products/services, resulting in a truly unbiased score. Each judge scored the product on a numeric basis from…
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Mitinet Wins 3rd Consecutive Modern Library Award

…libraries. Only customers with experience with these products/services in their facilities were permitted to judge the products/services, resulting in a truly unbiased score. Each judge scored the product on a…
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Mitinet Wins 4th Consecutive Modern Library Award

…with experience with these products/services in their facilities were permitted to judge the products/services, resulting in a truly unbiased score. Each judge scored the product on a numeric basis from…
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Mitinet Wins 5th Platinum Modern Library Award

…these products/services in their facilities were permitted to judge the products/services, resulting in a truly unbiased score. Each judge scored the product on a numeric basis from 1-10 on a…
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Mitinet Wins 4th Platinum Modern Library Award

…Only customers with experience with these products/services in their facilities were permitted to judge the products/services, resulting in a truly unbiased score. Each judge scored the product on a numeric…
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Mitinet Library Services Receives 2nd Consecutive Platinum Award in 2020 Modern Library Awards from LibraryWorks

…in metadata management, is pleased to announce it has received a platinum award in LibraryWorks’ sixth annual Modern Library Awards (MLAs.) The MLAs were created to recognize the top products…
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MARC Magician and MARC Wizard Sunsetting

…will be provided.   Despite sunsetting these products, Mitinet is not changing customers’ access to the best products and services available, only the way in which those services are delivered….
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BestMARC Metadata Management

…addition to all the features of BestMARC Standard and BestMARC Plus, add powerful MARC management features like Lists to quickly visualize groups of your records and Global Edits to make…
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BestMARC Standard

…make BestMARC even more powerful. BestMARC Plus comes with streamlined record enhancement features and other key benefits to save you even more time. BestMARC Global adds customizable features for global…
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BestMARC and MARCEdit

…record enhancement features and other key benefits to save you even more time. BestMARC Global adds customizable features for global edits and automated workflows making this our most powerful subscription….
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